
12. Enter the phone
number of the SIM card
inserted inside the myoSOS
and press the DONE
button.  If the SIM card is
included in the package, 
the phone number can be
found on the label on top
of the SIM card package. In
this case, the SIM is from
an international telephone
operator and the relevant
phone number begins with
the international prefix
“+33”. Be sure to select the
correct country code.

QUICK SETUP MANUAL:
Guide to configuring the terminal and remote control in an INDOOR environment

Guide to configuring the remote control for the assisted person in the OUTDOOR environment

CONFIGURATION OF THE TERMINAL 
AND REMOTE CONTROL IN INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

1. Download the
FamilySOS app from
the App store. When
using the App for the
first time accept the
request to send
notifications and it is 
necessary to register 
in order to create 
an account in the 
system. Then press 
the REGISTER button.

7.  At this point it is possible to 
create a group of people who 
will take care of the assisted 
persons. Press the CREATE 
GROUP button to proceed. It 
will be possible to add other 
people (collaborators and 
assistants) to this group from 
the Groups menu on the App 
homepage.

Once the group has been 
created, assisted persons and 
assistants can go through the 
registration process in the app 
and enter the code received 
via SMS in the Group Login 
section to configure their app.

5. Enter your
username that will be
used so that you will
be recognised by the
other people in the
group and press the
CREATE PROFILE
button.

IT is also possible to 
add your own photo 
by pressing the 
camera icon.

11. At the end of the 
search it is possible
to proceed with the 
configuration of the 
myoSOS found by pressing 
the CONFIGURE THIS 
MYOSOS button (accept 
any Bluetooth pairing 
requests.). If no myoSOS 
device has been found, 
press the SEARCH AGAIN 
button to repeat the search 
(making sure that the device
info LED is still flashing, 
otherwise press the Reset 
alarm button for three 
seconds to reactivate 
the procedure).

3. Accept to read
the contract of use
and the privacy
policy and press
the button RECEIVE
CONFIRMATION
SMS.
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9. After creating the
group it is possible
to add and configure
the myoSOS terminal
by pressing the ADD
MYOSOS button.

2. Enter a phone
number and a
password (to be
entered twice for
verification) to access
the system.
Then press
the RECEIVE
CONFIRMATION
SMS button.

8. Assign a name to
the group and press
the CREATE GROUP
button to create it.

6. At the end of the
operation a screen
will be displayed
confirming the
creation of the profile.

Press the CONTINUE 
button to continue.

4. Within a few seconds
you will receive an SMS
with a code (three letters
and a number).
Enter the code and
press the CONFIRM
button. If you do not
receive the SMS, after
90 seconds you can
request a new SMS by
pressing the SEND NEW
CONFIRMATION SMS
button. The CHANGE
button allows the phone
number to be changed, 
in case it was entered
incorrectly.

10. The addition of
myoSOS occurs in six
consecutive steps. Press
and hold the myoSOS
Alarm Reset button
for three seconds (the
device will beep and
the Info LED will flash
green). Then press the
START SEARCH button
to start searching for a
myoSOS device.

MyoSOS USER MANAGEMENT:

For proper operation, the myoSOS provides for the creation of users who can be assigned 
the roles of OWNER, ASSISTED PERSON, ASSISTANT, and a GROUP, which consists of an 
ASSISTED PERSON, an OWNER and any other ASSISTANTS. The role definitions associated 
with these users are given below:
• ASSISTED PERSON: is the primary recipient of the product, the person who needs to
send an emergency call with simple operations.
• OWNER: is the person who plays the role of primary assistant, who usually buys the
product, configures it, and manages the payments for the renewal of the connection fee.
The owner receives alarm notifications, can set reminders for medications and activities,
can set safe zones and geolocate assisted persons. The
owner invites the assisted persons and any additional
assistants to the group.
• ASSISTANT: anyone who has downloaded the
FamilySOS app and is invited by the owner to monitor
assisted persons. The assistant receives alarm
notifications, can set reminders for medications and
activities, can set safe zones and geolocate assisted
persons.

This quick setup manual explains how to get the myoSOS up and running.  
In particular, it explains how the FamilySOS app allows the terminal to be configured 
and how to pair a remote control with the terminal for INDOOR use. It also explains how 
to pair the remote control with the FamilySOS app for OUTDOOR use when the app is 
installed on an assisted person's smartphone.

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING:
• The FamilySOS app must be installed on the assistants' smartphones to configure
the terminal and the remote control for INDOOR use and to receive alarms. IT can
also be optionally installed on the assistants' smartphones if using the activity/
medicine reminder, geolocation, safe zones and alarm sending functions in OUTDOOR
environments.
• THE appearance and functionality of the FamilySOS app is different depending on
whether it is configured on the smartphone of an assistant or an assisted person. In 
this manual, the configuration sections of the app on an assistant 's smartphone are 
indicated by the symbol  while the configuration sections on an assisted person's 
smartphone are indicated by the symbol .
• Before proceeding with the following instructions, make sure you have performed the
operations described in the INSTALLATION AND USER MANUAL.
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13. Give the
myoSOS device a
name and press the
CONFIRM NAME
button.

17. The myoSOS
terminal will beep
every second to
indicate the reception
phase. Press the
button on the remote
control to pair the
device.

15. When the myoSOS
has connected, a
notification will appear.
Press the OK button and
then ACCEPT STANDARD
PARAMETERS. This
will send a standard
configuration to the
myoSOS device, which
is suitable for most
uses. Alternatively, it is
possible to program
the device manually by
adjusting each parameter
individually by pressing
the MyoSOS ADVANCED
CONFIGURATION button.

14. myoSOS will
reboot. This operation
will take about 30
seconds. During this
wait leave the App in
the foreground.

18. After pairing
the remote control, 
the myoSOS will be
functioning. Press
the GO TO HOME
button to close the
procedure.

Now it will be 
possible to perform 
a test run of the 
myoSOS.

16. Then proceed
with pairing the
remote control by
pressing the START
PAIRING button.

To pair the remote control with the assisted person's App, it will be necessary to 
download the FamilySOS App on the assisted person's smartphone and then follow 
the steps below:

1. If the remote control to be paired with the App has already been previously paired
with a myoSOS terminal, turn it off with the rear button.

2. Make sure the smartphone's Bluetooth and GPS are turned on, then open the
FamilySOS App and follow user registration steps 1 through 6, which are already listed
in the terminal configuration process. Log in to the group by entering the code received
by SMS and press CONFIRM.

WARNINGS:

The alarm sending function in OUTDOOR environment by pressing the remote control 
can only be used on compatible smartphones. These devices are listed in the full 
myoSOS manual, which can be downloaded from the website

https://www.urmet-ate.it/myosos-fai-da-te/

For details on how to use all the features of the myoSOS refer to the full manual available 
at the link above. URMET ATE

 (+39) 0444 268211
 help.telesoccorso@urmet-ate.it

 Via Pola, 30
36040 Torri di Quartesolo, Vicenza (Italy)

www.urmet-ate.it

Thank you for purchasing myoSOS! 7. When pairing is complete, press the button on the remote control to perform an
alarm sending test. Make sure the red LED on the remote control lights up after the
button is pressed.

8. Switch the myoSOS back on.

3. In the App, press the
menu button

4. Press the
Devices button

5. Press the ‘+’ button
and select Add Remote
Control

6. Press and hold 
the button on the 
remote control for 
10 seconds until the 
green LED lights up 
or starts flashing. 
Accept any 
Bluetooth pairing 
requests.

REMOTE CONTROL CONFIGURATION 
IN OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT (OPTIONAL)
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